Three Point Competition for 4th- 8th Grade Divisions
Each team will be allowed two players to participate in the three point competition.
A $10.00 fee per player will need to be added to your application. We would
encourage you to have your own team in a three point competition and the two
winners would qualify for our tournament.
Each Division will play all its games at one gym location. The three point
competition will be held between Noon and 1:00 on Saturday at your gym
location.
The rules are set out below:
1. Each shooter will have 60 seconds to shoot five balls from three positions
around the 3-point line. One position will be stationed at the top of the key and
one will be on each wing. Each shooter may begin at either wing of the
court. The designated shooting spots along the 3-point arc will be marked with
tapped X’s. The shooter will stand on or behind the marked spot when shooting.
2. The clock will start on the horn.
3. The first four balls at each designated shooting spot are worth one point, and
the fifth ball is worth two points. A shooter must have both feet behind the
3-point line when he releases the ball.
4. A shooter’s total score is determined by adding the total points he receives for
all made baskets from behind the 3-point line.
5. Tie-Breaker - When determining the champion, the following tie-breaking
procedure will be followed: The first tiebreaker will be the number of money
balls each shooter hit in his round. If a tie still exists, the second tiebreaker will
be the number of baskets made from the last designated spot. If a tie still
exists, proceed backward through the number of designated spots until the tie
is broken.
6. All teams will be required to provide their own rebounders.

